Abstract. Federated Kalman Filter (FKF), is the most widely used distributed data fusion algorithm. Whilst FKF required local systems of the same system model, which is difficult to satisfy in most circumstances. How to balance the estimation accuracy and the calculating load is an urgent problem needs to be solved. Random Vector Space treats state predictions and estimations of both local and global modules as RVS bases equally. Then the state optimal estimation can be denoted through the combination of these bases. Replacing the time-updating of global module in FKF with RVS approach draw a higher level of accuracy with the same calculating time. Simulation results indicate the position and velocity estimation accuracy of three axes are improved by 1.59%, 1.53%, 1.29% and 19.9%, 13.3%, 17.6%, respectively.
Introduction
Nowadays, with the rapid development in most respects of the modern society (e.g. economy, science, engineering and so on), UAVs become increasingly popular in many areas. For example, intelligence collection, disaster monitory, military support and so far. As the critical part of the UAV GNC(Guidance-Navigation-Control) system, the accuracy of navigation devices is of great importance. Many different navigation systems, e.g. inertial navigation system (INS), synthetic aperture radar (SAR), GPS, are applied to UAVs' navigation. Due to the limitation of different navigation system, such as INS calculating error accumulated through time; SAR obtains less precise measurement during areas without distinguishing topographic feature; GPS has a limited performance in the environment with strong electromagnetic interference. These drawbacks lead to the emergence of integrated navigation system which combined the advantage of each navigation system to obtain the optimal navigation information 1.
For the sake of the optimal data fusion of integrated navigation system, Kalman Filter (KF) and its derivative forms are used to fuse date from different navigation systems. The two approached of KF are called Centralized Kalman Filter (CKF) and Distributed Kalman Filter (DKF) according to its structure 2. Although CKF has a simple structure but it also has some inherent defects like poor fault tolerant capability and heavy computation load. Due to these limitations, DKF draws increasingly attention in the last two decades 3. The most widely used DKF algorithm is the Federated Kalman Filter proposed by N. A. Carlson in 19884.
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Though FKF is suitable for integrated navigation fusion, it relies on the information-sharing principle. If the information-sharing principle is reset, it is optimal, otherwise it is sub-optimal. Whilst, reset-FKF commonly has more computational load and inaccurate information from one local system may contaminate other systems through the reset process.
In this paper, an INS/SAR/GPS integrated system is introduced first, and state values and measurement values used for data fusion are defined. Then the RVS approach and its optimal fusion theorem are interpreted and compared with the Standard Kalman Filter (SKF) to indicate the relationship between each other. On this basis, the RVS global optimal fusion algorithm is applied in the global fusion process and corresponding simulation is implemented. What comes at the end are conclusions.
Integrated navigation system components
Currently, the widespread used navigation technology in UAVs are inertial navigation system, satellites navigation system, terrain matching, Doppler positioning and so on 5. Among these navigation technologies, INS, SAR and GPS are the increasingly trend of positioning technology applied in UAVs due to their high performance in independence, precision and reliability6.The structure of INS/SAR/GPS integrated navigation system of UAVs is given in Figure 1 . Inertial Navigation System (INS) is a self-contained positioning technology which can predicate the vehicle's current statement (position, velocity and attitude) through its previous statement and inertial devices' measurement. The two major measurement information are the acceleration measured by accelerometers to obtain the velocity and position of vehicles, and the angular velocity sensed by gyroscopes to obtain the attitude angle.
The inertial navigation system updates its statement with various mechanization equations in different coordinate frames. The updating of the UAVs' statement is generally implementing in the geography coordinate (North-Up-East, NUE) as below 7:
(1)
where the subscripts and superscripts 'i', e', 'n', 'b' represent the inertial reference coordinate (i-frame), the earth-centred fixed coordinate (e-frame), the navigation coordinate (n-frame) and the body coordinate (b-frame), respectively. In these equations, ω are n-frame rotation velocity and earth rotation velocity, respectively. To avoid the singularity of euler angle updating approach, the quaternion approach is used to update the attitude of UAVs. The quaternion updating equations are: (2) where q and q  is the attitude quaternion and quaternion-rate, respectively; b nb ω is the angular velocity sensed by gyroscope.
GPS positioning technology is the most widely used navigation aided technology no matter for civil or military use. In this system INS and GPS are integrated in loose combination. So the measurement of GPS are position and velocity, system measurements are given as:
Emerging in 1960s, SAR is a positioning technology with high resolution and accuracy through image matching. SAR positioning procedure is given in Figure 2 . SAR measurement can be used to correct the errors of INS and INS state can be used to compensate SAR, the measurements of SAR are given as: 
General statement of navigation data fusion
The structure of INS/GPS/SAR integrated navigation data fusion system is given in Figure 3 . At first, INS integrates with GPS and SAR, respectively. Then local predictions and estimations are transmitted to the global filter to obtain the global optimal estimation.
In an integrated navigation system consist of various navigation subsystems, the most common distributed fusion algorithm is the Federated Kalman Filter (FKF)9. The FKF transfer the estimation and covariance between global filter and local filters through the so-called information-sharing factor principle [10] .FKF acquires the optimal estimation by information-sharing factors and these factors are often scalar. RVS approach can modified this method by denoting the optimal estimation with a set of vector bases. 
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Random vector space optimal fusion approach
According to the optimal fusion theorem proposed by Yong Li in [11] , if ( )
 is a series of unbiased orthogonal vectors construct a random vector space(RVS) Θ , then any vector belongs to this space can be represented as: (5) where i α are the projection of R on i r in random vector space Θ .
Denoting i S as the mapping vector between global estimationˆg X and local estimationˆi X , i P as the covariance matrix ofˆi X ,which means:
Assumingˆg X can be denoted as a linear combination of ˆi X :
where i K is the optimal coefficient matrix. Combined Eq.(6) and Eq. (7), we can obtain:
According to the optimal fusion principle, the smaller the trace of covariance matrix, the higher the accuracy of estimation [12] . So the optimal estimation problem can be translated into a optimization problem under the constriction Eq. we can obtain the optimal estimate of ˆg X as:
As vectors corresponding to the dynamic system can be divided into three categories as prediction, estimation and observation. All of those vectors above can be used to construct the bases vectors in RVS by orthogonalization theorem [13] . And the global optimal data fusion algorithm through RVS are given below [14] : (11) (12) 
Due to the further use of system information, it can be inferred that the RVS data fusion algorithm must have the higher level accuracy than the FKF.
Mathematical simulation
In order to evaluating the estimation precision, the RVS algorithm, a simulation is implemented under Simulink Modules with a series of UAV flight data (trajectory and navigation data) gathering from particular unit.
Simulation time is from 1700s to 2000s, filtering period and simulation step are both 0.1s, parameters of different sensors are listed in Table 1 . Estimating the position and velocity of the UAV through FKF and RVS, respectively and simulation results are summarized in Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Table 2 . 
